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Introduction 

The purpose of the Observer’s Challenge is to encourage the pursuit of visual observing.  

It’s open to everyone that’s interested, and if you’re able to contribute notes, and/or drawings, 

we’ll be happy to include them in our monthly summary.  We also accept digital imaging.  

Visual astronomy depends on what’s seen through the eyepiece.  Not only does it satisfy an 

innate curiosity, but it allows the visual observer to discover the beauty and the wonderment of 

the night sky.  Before photography, all observations depended on what the astronomer saw in the 

eyepiece, and how they recorded their observations.  This was done through notes and drawings, 

and that’s the tradition we’re stressing in the Observers Challenge.  We’re not excluding those 

with an interest in astrophotography, either.  Your images and notes are just as welcome.  The 

hope is that you’ll read through these reports and become inspired to take more time at the 

eyepiece, study each object, and look for those subtle details that you might never have noticed 

before. 

NGC-6818 Planetary Nebula in Sagittarius 

NGC-6818, also known as the “Little Gem Nebula” was discovered by William Herschel 

in 1787 and carries his designation H-051-4.  It lies in the constellation of Sagittarius and shines 

at an apparent mag. 10 or thereabouts, depending on the source.  It lies approximately 6,000 

light-years away. 

It has a mag. 15 central star which is extremely difficult to detect, with even the largest 

backyard telescopes. 



Observations/Drawings/Photos 

Dr. James Dire:  Observer from Illinois 

 

NGC-6818, AKA the Little Gem Nebula, is a planetary nebula in the constellation 

Sagittarius.  The nebula was discovered by William Herschel in 1787.  It’s cataloged at mag. 9.3 

and is 15X22 arc-seconds in size. 

I viewed it on Friday, September 14, 2018 at a star party hosted by the Peoria, Illinois 

Astronomical Society, at their observatory complex in Jubilee College State Park, about 20 miles 

northwest of Peoria.  The seeing and transparency were at the best they could ever be that night.  

The sky transparency was so good, that despite the bright six day-old Moon, the Milky Way was 

clearly visible.  The seeing was on the order of 1 arc-second. 

I waited until moonset just after 10:00 PM to spy NGC-6818.  The nebula was in the 

southwest, 29° above the horizon at that time, well away from the Peoria light pollution to the 

southeast.  The attached star chart shows how I star hopped to it. 

To find NGC-6818, I started at mag. 3 Dabih (Beta Capricorni), and using the 8X50 

finder scope to star hop west to mag. 5 star 61 Sagittarii.  Then, I star hopped west again to mag. 

5 star 55 Sagittarii.  55 Sagittarii is the middle star of an arc of three stars clearly visible in an 

8X50 finder scope.  Following that arc to the north, it led to the planetary! 

I viewed the Little Gem in my 14-inch f/6 Dobsonian telescope using a 13mm eyepiece 

(164X).  The nebula was fairly bright for a mag. 9 nebula, mostly due to its small size.  It was 

blue-green in color, and appeared asymmetrical in shape. 

What we see in the eyepiece is the inner brighter portion.  Long-exposure photography 

shows an outer layer of expanding gas that’s more symmetrical in shape. 



Barnard’s galaxy (http://www.astrojim.net/Galaxies/NGC6822.html) NGC-6822, is very 

close to NGC-6818.  The galaxy is the same integrated magnitude as NGC-6818, but since it’s 

50 times larger, the light is spread out, making it much more difficult to see. 

Peoria Astronomical Society’s Jubilee observatory hosts two domes, one containing a 

homemade 24-inch f/4 Newtonian on a homemade equatorial mount.  The other dome contains a 

Celestron 14-inch Schmidt Cassegrain telescope (currently under renovation).  The site has a 

warm room and large concrete pad, with power outlets for setting up portable telescopes. 

That night more than 100 people attended the star party.  The line at my 14-inch Dob was 

constantly 20 people long for hours.  It was one of eight telescopes in use on the concrete slab.  

Long-time members of PAS stated it was the largest public gathering at that site in the history of 

the observatory.  I was glad to be a part of the event. 

 

 

http://www.astrojim.net/Galaxies/NGC6822.html


Doug Paul:  Observer from Massachusetts 

Both images were cropped from the same preprocessed image (36 subs X 30 seconds = 

18 minutes total), taken with a Canon 80D and a 400mm f/5.6 (70mm/2.8-inch aperture) lens on 

an unguided tracking mount.  The raw images were preprocessed with Regim 

(http://www.andreasroerig.de/regim/regim.xhtml with darks and flats), and my own stretcher 

(different stretchings for the two images.) 

NGC-6818:  1/2 scale.  NGC-6822:  Full scale. 

They were shot just after moonset from my backyard in the Boston suburbs (Bortle 6 or 

7), on September 14, 2018. 

NGC-6818 was fairly easy.  It showed up pretty well on each individual sub. 

NGC-6822 was pretty dim.  It was obvious that something was there, however, it wasn’t 

enough to discern much about it. 

 

 

http://www.andreasroerig.de/regim/regim.xhtml


 



John Bishop:  Observer from Massachusetts 

 

On October 5, 2018, I observed planetary nebula NGC-6818 from the ATMoB 

Clubhouse in Westford, MA, using an 8.25-inch reflector at 48X, 100X, 133X and 196X.  I 

didn’t use any filters. 

Conditions were not favorable.  Thin clouds and haze passed overhead intermittently all 

evening.  There was a lot of moisture in the air, causing severe dewing on my OTA and work 

table.  The seeing wasn’t steady.  Nevertheless, I could make observations in clear patches as the 

clouds slowly rolled by. 

I had not observed this nebula before.  I located it easily enough by sweeping the general 

area at 48X with a 2-inch, 50mm eyepiece.  The object looked like a fuzzy star.  As I increased 

power to 100X and beyond, the object clearly showed as a disc, increasing in size and brightness.  

At moments of clearest seeing, the disc had a faintly blue tone, and a well-defined edge.  It also 

sometimes showed an irregular darkening, running more or less across the face of the disc.  

Otherwise, the disc was bright, but featureless. 

At times, I was observing it with intermittent clouds.  This did not help the image, but I 

was surprised how well I could still see the object. 



Gary Ahlers:  Observer from Nevada 

 

At the end of their life, medium-sized stars like the Sun become unstable and collapse, 

ejecting much of their mass as clouds of glowing gas, and become a white dwarf, where fusion 

no longer occurs.  These gas ejections usually coalesce into interesting shells with filaments and 

knots due to stellar winds. 

NGC-6818 is a smaller-sized nebula with a .5 light-year diameter, and 6,000 light-years 

from Earth.  It’s a rather challenging object, being only 15 arc-seconds in size.  Luckily, it’s very 

bright at mag.10. 

The mag. 15 central star is obscured by the bright mottled inner shell, which is oval in 

aspect.  This shell is surrounded by a much fainter outer shell. 

This image was taken with a Mallincam Xterminator – 640 X 480 pixels @ 30 seconds, 

with an ACF10@1250mm.  The image was enhanced to 6,500 X 4,500 pixels and cropped. 



 



Kenneth Drake:  Observer from Texas 

This is one of my Herschel 400’s, discovered by William on August 8, 1787 in an 18.7-

inch reflector.  My first observation was from Mount Locke in a friends’ 24-inch f/5 driven 

Dobsonian at 508X.  We had observed it at several other magnifications and noted it as a small, 

bright, blue, & roundish planetary that responded well to both the O-III & UHC filters. 

It’s located just 3/4° NNW of the spectacular Barnard’s Galaxy, with its’ numerous H2 

regions.  Viewed at 508X, NGC-6818 appeared as a 30” X 15” pale blue oval, elongated in P.A. 

15°. 

NGC-6818 had a dark ribbon running through the middle, shaped like a backward “S” or 

“?”, oriented N-S.  The east & west edges were markedly fainter @ high power, but blended in at 

low power to give the planetary a more round look.  It was difficult to draw the dark band in my 

visual impression at the scale I was using. 

 

 



Sue French:  Observer from New York 

 

Attached is the sketch of NGC-6818 I made this August, including a white on black 

version.  Feel free to use whichever you like. While you might find it unnecessary to know the 

exact focal length of the scope, in this house there are currently three 10-inch Newtonians.  Alan 

and I each had one before we were married, and we built another afterward.  If that’s not 

confusing enough, both my original 10-inch and my later one have had their mirrors reworked.  

The easiest way for me to distinguish which scope was used for something is to log its focal 

length, and since we’ve had other scopes with the same or nearly the same aperture as well, 

including focal length, it has become my default way to describe them. 

10-inch, f/5.9 (254/1494mm) Newtonian reflector at 187X. 

This beautiful little planetary nebula appears sky-blue and framed by a triangle of faint 

stars.  The nebula’s wide annulus glows brightest along the eastern side, while its interior is more 

luminous than the background sky.  The oval ring leans north by east and wears a diaphanous 

fringe.  There’s no hint of a central star.  The sketch shows north up and east to the left, and it 

includes only the inner 3 arcminutes of the field of view. 

 



 



Keith Caceres:  Observer from Nevada 

 

NGC-6818, also known as the Little Gem Nebula, is a planetary nebula in the 

constellation Sagittarius, that’s approximately 6,000 light-years distant.  It’s moderately bright, 

with a visual mag. between 9.4 and 10.  It has an approximate angular size of 22 X 15 arc-

seconds. 

I photographed it on the evening of September 8, 2018, with a Canon 70D, 8-inch SCT, 

0.8X focal reducer (f/8), with exposure settings of 30 seconds at ISO 3,200.  The photo was 

taken at our fall star party outing at Cathedral Gorge State Park near Panaca, NV, under very 

good sky conditions.  The .jpg image revealed a rather featureless green blob, at the center of 

three stars forming a stretched triangle.  The bottom-left star had a reddish hue, while the other 

two appeared whitish.  There was also a much fainter star appearing on the bottom third of the 

longest leg of the triangle. 

In order to get more detail on the planetary nebula itself, I also examined the raw FITS 

file that my software captured.  In this file, I could view each individual color channel, or view 

them as a single RGB composite color image.  The FITS RGB color image had a bit more detail 

than the .jpg, so I’ve submitted a crop of it.  I also noticed that the red color channel had a lot 

more structural detail than the overexposed green and blue channels, so I’ve also submitted a 

close-up of the nebula with the RGB composite and the red channel only, in a side-by-side 

comparison. 

In the red-only close-up, we can see lobes of greater and lesser gas density, forming a bit 

of an arrowhead shape with a fainter nebulous tail.  There’s also hints of a halo around the 

arrowhead.  I’d imagine these areas strongly emitting red light must have much higher hydrogen-

alpha emissions from ionized hydrogen.  Whereas, the entire nebula has very strong green 

oxygen III emissions from doubly ionized oxygen. 



I had no trouble plate-solving this image using astrometry.net.  The original image 

indicated a 43.6 X 29.1 arc-minute field of view, while the crop submitted here has a 19.1 X 13.8 

arc-minute FOV.  Up is 268° east of north, with a pixel scale of 0.478 arc-seconds/pixel. 

Sources:  Sky Safari Pro, v5 and Wikipedia. 

 

 

 



 



Jaakko Saloranta:  Observer from Finland 

 

My sketch was made with a 4.5-inch reflector @ 456X from Sedona, Arizona (altitude 

4,488 feet). 

I described the object as “A beautiful planetary nebula with a faint bluish tint @ low 

power.  The ring structure was fairly obvious and the disk was slightly brighter in the SE edge.  I 

saw no central star.  It lay within a triangle of three mag. 13 stars.  I glimpsed a very faint star a 

few times south from the planetary.” 

I saw less detail using an 8-inch reflector @ 400X when I was observing from a much 

more southern location of Finland.  My notes read:  “Flanked by three mag. 13 stars.  The 

planetary showed a difficult ring structure, with a slightly brighter area surrounding it.  No 

central star.” 



 



Chris Elledge:  Observer from Massachusetts 

 

On August 4, 2018 @10:30pm EDT, I used the ATMoB 25-inch f/3.5 reflector to observe 

NGC-6818 from the ATMoB Clubhouse.  Sky conditions were:  Bortle Scale 6.  NELM:  4.0 

(near NGC-6818).  Transparency:  Fair.  Seeing:  Good. 

The dew point was below the air temperature this night, and as a result, my 10-inch 

telescope was covered in water before the sky finished getting dark.  I ended up using ATMoB’s 

big 25-inch scope, since it was fully loaded with dew heaters.  I found NGC-6818 by aiming the 

Telrad at the northern Algedi stars in Capricornus.  I scanned west in the finder to find a group of 

mag. 5 stars, including e1 and e2 Saggittarii.  I star-hopped from HR7496 north to reach NGC-

6818. 

At 89X (25mm, 0.8° FOV), it was a small circular object with a light blue color.  With 

the aperture of this scope, it was easily visible with direct vision.  To the east of it, there was a 

triangle of mag. 9 to 12 stars that were just over an arc minute apart, the furthest to the SE which 

is the brightest (HD186368).  There is a bright mag. 8 star (HD186107) to the WSW, and a 

nearby mag. 11 star just to the W. 

At 473X (4.7mm, 0.17° FOV), the mag. 11 star to the W is still in the view, and 

additionally, 3 mag. 13 stars were visible surrounding the nebula within 1 to 2 arc minutes.  They 

were placed to its WSW, NW, and E.  NGC-6818 becomes clearly ring-like with a fainter center 

at this high power.  There was no clear structure within the ring, and there was no sign of the 

central star.  The nebulosity was almost perfectly round with what appeared to be a slight hint of 

N-S elongation. 



Richard Nugent:  Observer from Massachusetts 

 

NGC-6818, The Little Gem, is a mag. 9, 22” X 15” planetary, which was discovered by 

William Herschel in 1787.  Although bright, its location is a bit off the beaten path, located in 

eastern Sagittarius.  Some observers head west from Alpha Capricorni, but I like to come in from 

the west.  I begin at 54 and 55 Sagitarii.  This pair and one other (HD186185), make up an arc of 

mag. 5 stars.  Look just north of this trio to find HD186984 and HD184985.  These stars are 

separated by about 2.6° E-W, and are mags. 6.1 and 5.5, respectively.  Mid-way, and just south 

of a line between these stars is the mag. 8, orange-red star, HD186107.  NGC-6818 is just 14’ to 

the east and is nestled between a coat hanger-shaped triangle of mag. 13 and 14 stars.  As I’ve 

mentioned in past reports, these directions seem complicated but the entire view fits within the 

3.5° field of view of my 80mm finder. 

Despite the weather, I was able to observe this object on two nights.  Using a 10-inch 

scope with magnifications running between 55X and 340X, the object was bright and condensed.  

I could see no detail across the disk, nor could I see any hint of a central star.  That’s not 

surprising, as the star is reported to be around mag. 15.  I couldn’t detect any of the blue color 

seen by some observers. 

Using my 20-inch scope, driven by the equatorial platform, I was able to increase the 

magnification to look for detail.  With this scope, the nebula looked a very pale blue at 194X, 

however, there was still no sign of the central star.  At 630X and 720X, the central region of the 

nebula looked slightly darker than its outer regions.  Still, there was no sign of the central star. 

Of course, UHC and O-III filters improved contrast.  The UHC was especially useful 

with the 10-inch scope.  I also want to mention that the planetary was not visible in the finder. 



As an added note, under my light-polluted, urban-suburban (NELM 4.8) skies, I detected 

absolutely no hint of Bernard’s Galaxy, NGC-6822. 

All in all, NGC-6818 is an outstanding object, and should be on everyone’s fall observing 

list! 



Gus Johnson:  Observer from Maryland 

 

On August 27, 1975, I observed NGC-6818 with an 8-inch reflector @ 96X.  It was very 

clearly blue. 

I used a 12.5-inch at 250X on October 29, 1978.  It was small and bright with a hint of a 

darker center. 

On September 16, 1984, with an 8-inch @ 145X, it was a round, even-lighted pale blue 

disc. 

On August 10, 1994, my 8-inch @145X, showed what I imagined was a central dark 

spot. 

At the Blackwater Falls Annual Star Party on September 11, 1999, I saw it with my 4.5-

inch f/7 reflector at only 31X.  I did not log a description. 



Joseph Rothchild:  Observer from Massachusetts 

 

I observed planetary nebula, NGC-6818, known as the “Little Gem” at the ATMoB 

observing site in Westford, MA on September 29, 2018.  This was the first time for me to 

observe this object, and I was using a 10-inch reflector.  I easily found the nebula with a 22mm 

eyepiece (52X) and a narrowband nebula filter, and it appeared small and uniform.  It took 

magnification well, and once located, I easily saw it without the filter at 82X and 163X, still 

uniform and featureless, with good contrast against the background sky. 



Mike McCabe:  Observer from Massachusetts 

 

The LVAS Observer’s Challenge object for September 2018 may have been the planetary 

nebula NGC-6818 in Sagittarius, but upon closer inspection of its exact location, it was clear that 

this challenge would be a ‘two-fer’.  The very close proximity of NGC-6822, aka Barnard’s 

Galaxy, was impossible to ignore and simply had to go into the mix. 

Research on the objects revealed that with 6818, I’d be looking for structure and color in 

the planetary nebula, but with 6822, I’d be lucky to merely confirm the existence of the galaxy.  

The planetary is bright enough to be seen in virtually any scope, but the galaxy exhibits a very 

low surface brightness that makes observing it a challenge, no matter what scope you’re using.  

Regardless, NGC-6822 has such a colorful observational history that it practically begged to be 

included. 

I was fortunate, in this difficult stretch of poor observing weather along the east coast of 

the good ol’ U.S. of A., to get a few nights of clear skies near new moon time to work with.  I 

also got lucky with the transparency and seeing on two of the three nights that I observed on.  

Transparency ratings of 3/5 and seeing ratings of 3/5 would be considered above average for my 

area, and we consider those to be good nights indeed. 

On the evening of September 1, 2018, I used my 80mm (3-inch) F7ED refractor and a 

30mm/82° eyepiece to view the pair in a wide star field.  I was decidedly applying the ‘less is 

more, so maybe I’ll see this galaxy’ approach, wherein you use low power to separate the low 

surface brightness object from the broader field of view.  It didn’t work.  I could never say on 

that evening that I caught a glimpse of NGC-6822.  The planetary nebula was apparently non-

stellar, even at low power, and pushing the magnification up to 140X showed it as a fuzzy disc, 

but the small aperture limited the detail. 



I was back out on September 3, 2018, this time using my 5-inch, F9.3 refractor, with the 

30mm/82° eyepiece.  The conditions were good enough to support a very faint glimpse of 

Barnard’s Galaxy.  The only way I could tell for sure was when I picked up on the orientation of 

it in the eyepiece.  I was using an alt/az mount and in the field of view, it appeared to slant with 

the bottom/east to top/west, which was of course reversed due to the diagonal mirror.  It was a 

fleeting apparition, at best, but that discernment felt like a confirmation to me.  Soon, after that 

observation, some clouds moved in, and shut down my observing for the evening, and so with it 

was any further study of the planetary for the night. 

My final observation was made on September 4, 2018, using my 10-inch F/5 Newtonian 

reflector.  Using the 30mm/82° eyepiece again, I was not able to repeat my success of the prior 

evening in seeing NGC-6822.  The sky conditions were slightly worse than during my previous 

attempts, so I concentrated primarily on NGC-6818.  Even though there is much knowledge 

about this nebula and it’s well known to be somewhat oval in nature, to my eye at 133X, it 

appeared spherical, and it also appeared evenly illuminated, so I wasn’t discerning any structure 

either.  It did appear to hint at some color, which if pressed to say something, I’d call bluish grey.  

The seeing wasn’t supporting any more magnification on this evening, and that ended my run 

with the Little Gem Nebula for this year. 

 

 



Jay and Liz Thompson:  LVAS members and observers from Nevada 

 

 

We viewed NGC-6818 from our backyard with 14-inch and 16-inch SCTs.  It was very 

easy at 186X with its high surface brightness.  At 271X, we saw a darker central area with 

averted vision.  The central star wasn’t visible.  Three fainter stars were visible roughly one 

diameter out.  The nebula itself showed up better with more contrast with a narrowband nebula 

filter. 

From the dark skies of Cathedral Gorge, NV, and Meadview, AZ, it was an easy object in 

the 17-inch and 24-inch Newtonian reflectors.  At the low power of 63X, the nebula blinked out 

when looked at directly.  At 277X, it showed a large bright disc with a subtle central darker area.  

We saw no central star. 



Nearby, we could see NGC-6822 at 116X.  It was a very faint glow, taking up a small 

part of the low-power field of view. 



Mario Motta:  Observer from Massachusetts 

 

 

This is a color image by red green blue filters.  Not much detail, as this is an older image 

from maybe 2009 or so. 

I don’t recall the subs, but likely they were 1 hour total, fairly bright. 

I was hoping to redo the image with a narrow band filter, but was away, then there were 

no good nights, then had to take things apart starting 2 weeks ago for the work party today (I 

now have a 23 inch Byers gear instead of an older 15 inch gear...the scope should track much 

nicer).  However, I have much work to do before I’m fully operational. 

 



 



Roger Ivester:  Observer from North Carolina 

 

Planetary nebula NGC-6818 is very easy to locate and observe with a 6-inch reflector at 

46X, despite a 4.2 NELM.  The poor transparency was due to very high humidity.  The nebula 

appeared small, bright, round and featureless.  When increasing the magnification to 129X, using 

a 20mm eyepiece, and a 2.8X Barlow, I still saw no structure, but the vivid blue color became 

obvious.  The planetary was encapsulated by a triangle of three mag. 13 stars, but due to poor 

transparency, I could only see them intermittently. 

In years past, with my 102mm (4-inch) refractor, I used this planetary as a starting point 

to locate the elusive and very faint galaxy, NGC-6822, located only 48 arc-minutes to the SSE. 

 



 

 

 



Fred Rayworth:  LVAS AL Coordinator and Observer from Nevada 

 

I’ve observed NGC-6818 many times, but for this Challenge, I specifically observed it on 

September 6 & 7, 2018 from our remote site at Cathedral Gorge State Park in east-central 

Nevada at 4,800 feet. 

It was mild, calm and cooling, but still warm on September 6.  The sky was mushy, but 

clearing.  A few thick clouds were here and there, but they pretty much dissipated when it got 

dark.  A few thick areas picked up during the evening.  It finally thickened a bit, and I quit at 

01:00 Friday morning. 

NGC-6818 was nice and bright with an O-III and UHC.  It favored the O-III a bit better.  

Never saw a central star, but just a solid disk with a bit of mottling in the center.  At 209X, it 

actually looked better, and bluer unfiltered, slightly hollowed out, but still mostly solid. 

On September 7, the night started with a mild, slight breeze.  There were puffy clouds on 

all horizons except to the west.  It was more transparent than last night, and after it got dark, it 

really opened up.  This was the killer night.  It really was great, and I stayed up until 3 the next 

morning. 

NGC-6818 was bright blue without the O-III.  Nice!  I tried the O-III at both 102X & 

208X and though it made the nebula brighter against the background, it didn’t really do much for 

details except maybe at 102X, it brought out the mottling within the sphere just a bit.  However, I 

got the same mottling but more distinct at 208X without the O-III, which seemed to obscure it 

instead of help at that higher magnification.  Also, having true color without the filter was nice.  

Still no sign of a central star.  Did not bother with any higher magnification because although the 

transparency was superb, the seeing wasn’t all that great.  I noticed that when looking at the 

planets earlier and they were all boiling.  The center was still mostly solid though it was thinner 



and though the outer shell was pretty solid, the inner area was more mottled and uneven, not 

quite a horseshoe shape. 

Also of note was nearby Barnard’s Galaxy, NGC-6822.  While it would not fit in either 

of the eyepieces I normally use, I was able to fit it into my big honkin’ 30mm(68X) 82° EP just 

fine.  However, at that magnification, the nebula appeared as just a blue dot.  Instead, I preferred 

my workhorse 18mm (102X) EP and just slid over to this ghost of fog against the background.  

Barnard’s displayed a large grainy, oval appearance with the two most prominent knots, MCG -

20-50-2 and MCG -20-50-3 easy enough with careful study.  I didn’t even need averted vision to 

spot them, though 50-2 was a good bit dimmer than 50-3.  In a way, the galaxy kind of reminded 

me of a very faint, squashed glob with uneven mag. stars.  It’s not represented in the drawing 

below due to the high magnification and field of view. 

 

 


